2. Contextual
Analysis

Station Approach & Old Woking Road, West Byfleet

Design Narrative
Historic Land Use
The design development included in the approved outline planning consent looked at the
constraints of the site, local building form, and scale. The approval established the
positions of the buildings on the site, their heights, set backs and relationships to the
public realm.
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With the position and massing of the buildings established by the outline consent, this
document illustrates our research and understanding of the local urban character and
demonstrates how this work has been translated in the architectural style of the proposed
building.
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The design narrative has been used to develop the outline scheme in to this Reserved
Matters Application, revisiting the development history of the site and looking in-depth at
the characteristic of the surrounding neighbourhoods.
Research has identified that some local street names are derived from the land use around
the site involved in the production of essential oils. This is still evident by Lavender Park
Road and Rosemount Avenue. While this industry has left little physical evidence of its
existence, the presence of the street names provides an interesting link to the historic use.
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An essential oil distillery operated from the
mid-nineteenth century until its closure
around 1905 in Pyrford Road, West Byfleet.
The road names Lavender Park Road and
Rosemount Avenue are reminders of the
plants grown to produce the lavender oil
and rose water.
www.sihg.org.uk/books/SurreyIndPast6.pdf

The Historic Mapping shows the development site in red, laid over maps dating from 1896
to 1694 when the existing development from becomes recognisable. The maps show that
there has been three principle stages of development and use on the site:
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Location of essential
oil distillery on
Pyrford Road

Map 1 - 1870-1880 showing the location of the essential oils distillery on Pyrford Road and the site in agricultural use

Map 2 - 1896 shows the site used for agricultural purposes, including growing
of lavender which was likely to have been processed at the essential oils
distillery located on Pyrford Road.

Map 3 - 1914 shows the site subdivided and developed with large detached
dwelling houses.

Map 4 - 1964 shows the site developed to provide retail and office
accommodation, largely in its current form but excluding the library additions
fronting on to Old Woking Road.
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Station Approach & Old Woking Road, West Byfleet

Design Approach - Historic Character
The historic Context

Design Driver

The site is positioned in the heart of West Byfleet Village, with four conservation areas in close
proximity, of which the primary architectural heritage is all Arts & Crafts style buildings.

Whilst the proposed development is clearly very different to the scale of the local Arts &
Crafts buildings, the design intent has been to abstract characteristics from those buildings
and introduce them to the scheme. A focus on detail will be at street level and around the
areas of the building that are used by the community and inhabited by residents of the
development.

This heritage setting is the driver for the architectural approach to the West Byfleet scheme,
generating an approachable, crafted building form for the centre of the Village.

A material pallet has been established to reflect the character of the Arts & Crafts buildings
found in West Byfleet.
The following definition of Arts & Crafts by the Royal Institute of British Architects has been
used to focus the design development:

ARTS AND CRAFTS
Birchwood Conservation Area

A style that urged for a return to craftsmanship
and which rebelled against industrialisation
architecture.com

Station Approach Conservation Area
Byfleet Corner / Rosemount Parade
Conservation Area

Key principles:
• Clarity of form and structure
• Variety of materials
• Asymmetry

Old Avenue Conservation Area

• Traditional construction
• Craftsmanship
Article by Suzanne Waters
British Architectural Library, RIBA

Both parades of shops have a strong
“Arts & Craft” influence with a
high standard of architectural design
Byfleet Corner/Rosemount Parade and Station Approach, West Byfleet
Conservation Areas Character Appraisal
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The following pages look at the local character of the conservation areas and identify
characteristics and details which have influenced the Retirement Villages proposals.

Old Avenue Conservation Area

Old Avenue Conservation area largely comprises of detached dwellings set in spacious
building plots. The boundary thresholds to dwellings are generally well landscaped with
tall, well manicured hedgerows and mature specimen trees.
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Byfleet Corner / Rosemount Parade Conservation Area
The Byfleet Corner / Rosemount Parade Conservation area extends
along the east boundary of the site and includes the mixed use
retail and business premises fronting Old Woking Road.
These images from 1912 and 1932 show the three storey buildings
facing the site.
The buildings have a clear rhythm and are formed with traditional
red brick and black painted timber shop fronts.
The fenestration has a vertical proportion which is typical of many
of the buildings in the West Byfleet conservation areas.
The shop fronts are ordered, set against the footpath and have
clear, repeating signage.
The tree lined pavements with ordered shop fronts behind have a
charming character that has influenced the design development of
the retail frontages in the proposals.

West Byfleet Corner circa 1930
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West Byfleet Corner circa 1912

Old Woking Road - detail of traditional shop fronts fronting on to
the back of the footpath.

Rosemont Terrace - showing characterful street scene of shop fronts and tree lined pavements,
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Birchwood Conservation Area
Birchwood Road Conservation Area is largely formed by the high
density Edwardian Housing scheme by Barry Parker and Raymond.
The estate includes terrace housing and flats arranged around a
cul-de sac.
The architectural form is simple with red brick chimneys and again
windows with a vertical proportion.

Birchwood Walk / Birchwood Conservation Area
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Church of St John's

St John The Baptist Church is constructed with Daulting Stone and has interior details
formed with fine wood carving & stained glass. The craftsmanship and materiality are
qualities that have been introduced to the proposals, in abstracted forms such as
balustrades and window surrounds.
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Station Approach Conservation Area
Active frontages

Recessed areas for seating

'The Station Approach Conservation
Area was constructed prior to World War
One and was also designed by Tarrant.
Although the parades were constructed
as a single development they were
specifically designed in ‘Arts & Crafts’ style
to have the appearance of a collection of
individual cottage scale buildings. This was
achieved by introducing domestic scale
building forms into the elevations and
using a variety of facing materials.'
Byfleet Corner/Rosemount Parade And Station Approach, West
Byfleet Conservation Areas - Character Appraisal And Design
Guidance
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STATION APPROACH

Madeira Road

Site boundary

Threshold Character
...1943 Bedford QL Lorry
was stationed at
Broadoaks, Parvis Road,
West Byfleet, Surrey,
England prior to it being
delivered to a Military
Vehicle Museum probably
sometime in the early
1980’s. Broadoaks was
based in the grounds of
an old mansion grounds
and was a secret army
establishment mainly
used during the cold
war period...

Image of West Byfleet [18 Rosemount Parade] store, Christmas 1927Black and
white print, copy negative and slide (35mm). Photograph features Christmas
display of turkeys hanging outside the shop, and delivery cycles. The
manager was Mr Carter.

Views of Old Woking Road from the Francis Frith Collection: above left - looking south west, above right - looking north east towards St Johns.
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3. Design Process

Station Approach & Old Woking Road, West Byfleet

Pre-Application Design Development
Design Process
Initial Proposals
Retirement Villages Group engaged the wider design team to
advise on the acquisition of the site with the intent to deliver this
proposed retirement village community scheme.

Design Development Time-line & Consultation Events
September 2020

Early proposals assessed RVG's requirements and aspirations
against the approved outline planning consent and also led to
establishing the minor amendments submitted as a Section 73
Amendment to the outline consent.

October 2020

November 2020

December 2020

Pre App meeting 1 with WBC

S73 meeting with WBC
Design Review 1

January 2021

Pre App meeting 2 with WBC

Design Review 2

Design Development & Engagement
The scheme proposals have continuously developed and enriched
from by consultation with:
•

Community engagement groups (as noted later in this section)

•

Retirement housing specialists from RVG and sector specialists

•

Local Planning Department

•

Design Review Panel

•

Retail Specialists

The adjacent diagram shows the design programme and points of
engagement leading up to submission of this Reserved Matters
submission.
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Section 73 Development

Section 73 Application
Submission of Reserved
Matters Application

Design Development

Liaison Group Meeting
held online

Liaison Group Meetings
held online
Public Meeting held
online

Liaison Group Meetings
held online

Liaison Group Meetings
held online

Public Meeting held
online

Public Meeting held
online

Public Consultation & Community Involvement
Community Engagement
At the outset, a project website was created (available here) and
the URL promoted via social and local media. Initially focussed on
collecting residents’ contact details in order to send them a regular
newsletter and invitations to Public Zoom Events, the site quickly
became a public resource with news, details and meeting reports
about our proposals and on-site activities.
Keeble Brown helped establish a Community Liaison Group
involving representative of all the main community groups in the
wider neighbourhood. The group meets via video fortnightly or
weekly depending on the progress of the proposals and provides a
further conduit for engagement and consultation as well as helps
guide the project team on aspects of the project, in particular
communication and feedback. For example, the contents of the
website, including the provision of meeting minutes and videos of
Public Zoom Meetings were agreed in consultation with local
representatives.
The project website offers those not on Facebook a place to visit,
register for updates and retrieve contact details. 529 people have
now signed up to receive updates related to the redevelopment of
the Sheer House site.
The most active communication platform is a dedicated Facebook
page, which is the preferred interactive communication method for
most of the people who have expressed an interest in the project.
The page currently has 1,092 followers (people who have expressed
an active interest in the project), and has reached 5,236 individuals
with 3,946 interactions by local people with the information
provided about the project.

The project team has also held three online public meetings
to-date (Wednesday 04 November, Wednesday 16 December and
Thursday 07 January) to share emerging designs and answer
questions from the public. Data analysis tools indicate that the
majority of attendees live within 1km of the site, with an average of
98 people participating in each meeting. Woking councillors and
the local MP have also participated in the events and put their
questions to the team. Video recordings and responses to any
questions not answered during the meeting are posted to the
project website following each event.
After securing local media coverage of Retirement Villages’
acquisition of the site and subsequent updates, the team has
continued to engage with local media outlets in order to keep the
local community updated. A press release on the approval of the
Section 73 application was issued to print and online outlet Woking
News and Mail and online outlet Surrey Live. We remain in close
contact with journalists at Woking News and Mail to publish a
general update on progress to the public consultation and
planning processes.
The comments and queries raised in the consultation events have
been responded to as the as the scheme has been developed
through the consultation events and are documented in Keeble
Brown's Statement of Community Involvement submitted as part
of the application.
Specific design issues raised by members of the public, which have
been addressed within the proposals and detailed in the SCI
include:• Pedestrian Access between the Car Park & Public Square

The project team will continue to engage interactively via
Facebook, the project website and the Liaison Group throughout
the various phases of the project (subject to determination).

• Daylight & Wind

On behalf of Retirement Villages Group, the consultation team has
met (face to face and via video) with local stakeholders, including
officers and councillors from Woking Borough Council and Surrey
County Council, West Byfleet Business Association, Byfleet, West
Byfleet and Pyrford Residents’ Association, St John’s Church and
North West Surrey CCG. The meetings have been productive and
insightful. Discussion has centred around topics such as library
services, healthcare services, local business, transport, youth and
other community interests and general plans for the site.

• Communal Facilities

• The Arts & Crafts Narrative
• Retail Units and associated parking
• Views of St Johns Church
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Planning Pre-application Advice
Pre Application Meeting 1
The first presentation to Woking Borough Council discussed the
application site, context and development history, and the
emerging proposals from Retirement Villages Group Ltd including
amendments to the approved outline planning permission which
set out the revisions to the established development parameters to
meet the needs of RVG's aspirations for the site.
The amended Parameter Plans, Design Code and Design and
Access Statement were approved by Woking Borough Council on
10 December 2020.

Pre Application Meeting 2
The second meeting with Woking Borough Council provided an
opportunity to present the proposed design narrative and
emerging development plans in the context of the amendments to
the outline planning consent. This second meeting also
demonstrated how the design evolution had responded to
comments received on the scheme, in particular those relating to
the architectural approach raised in the Design Review.
Discussion at the meeting centred around issues which had been
debated with the Design Review Panel, the details which are set
out on the following pages. Specific suggestions and queries
raised by the Planning Officers and the Design Review Panel were
incorporated into revisions between meetings with the final
comments and the design response noted on the following pages.

PRP Internal Design Review
PRP internal design reviews champion the highest standard of
design across the practice.
The review process provides an opportunity for the architectural
project team to present the scheme and explore options for the
architectural narrative drawing.
Sketches from the review can be seen on the page opposite.
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Images above show extracts from information presented at Pre App 1

PRP Internal Design Review

Images above show extracts from information presented at Pre App 2

Images above show extracts from PRP's internal Design Review process
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d:se Design Review Panel Submissions
The design team presented initial proposals to the 'Design SouthEast' (d:se) Design Review Panel on two occasions.
The panel provides independent advice on the design of the urban
and architectural quality of development. The presentations are
attended by the Local Planning Authority, applicant and members
of the design team.
"Design South East is an independent not-for-profit organisation
working across the wider south east, delivering expert design
advice, facilitation and training for local authorities, the
development sector and communities." d:se website

Review 01 - Held on 07 October 2020
The first presentation discussed the application site, context and
development history, and the emerging proposals from Retirement
Villages Group Ltd including amendments to the approved outline
planning permission which set out the development parameters
constraints and identified earlier in this document.
The presentation included details of the architectural design intent
for the development and early concept drawings showing how the
design intent could be translated in to the development proposals.

DESIGN REVIEW PANEL MEETING 1 - Design Development - early view from Old Woking Road

The Design Panel feed back supported the development proposals
in this location and also supported the emerging design intent
based on the Arts & Crafts movement.
Comments raised by the panel were explored and largely
incorporated in the developing proposals for presentation at the
2nd review.

Review 02 - Held on 24 November 2020
The second design review revisited the developing scheme in
further detail.
A summary of the Panels final feedback is provided on the
following pages, along with a narrative setting out how this
submitted scheme responds to those comments.

Top row: images presented at DRP01
Bottom row: images presented at DRP02
DESIGN REVIEW PANEL MEETING 2 - Design Development - view from Lavender Park Road
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DESIGN REVIEW PANEL MEETING 1 - Design Development - early view from Lavender Park Road

DESIGN REVIEW PANEL MEETING 1 - Design Development - early view from Madeira Road

DESIGN REVIEW PANEL MEETING 2 - Design Development - view from Lavender Park Road

DESIGN REVIEW PANEL MEETING 2 - Design Development - view from Madeira Road
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Design Review Panel
d:se Design Review Panel Comments, following 2nd Review 24 November 2020

Design Review Panel Report Comment

Design Team Response

Unfortunate loss of the pedestrian routes from the public car park and from Old Woking Road, which lifted the scheme
above being ordinary and leaves the Square as somewhat insular and its role has been diluted. Before it was a radiating hub
connecting to the car park and Old Woking Road.

The access route connecting the public car park and public square has been relocated to its original position, restoring this direct
connection.
Connecting the square directly to Old Woking Road is not possible due to the changes in level between the two areas. The community
space in building A has been re planned and a further access point has been provided from the facade fronting Lavender Park Road.

Landscape and public realm

Visual connectivity from Old Woking Road through to the public square will be retained via the dual frontages of the retail units in
building A.
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Problematic shop-fronts to Old Woking Road could become filled cluttered or back of house and effectively have no visible
activity.

The retail units in building A have been re-planned to provide dedicated back of house service areas to ensure the shop fronts will
remain clear. The applicant has taken retail advice from Forty Group with respect to the retail provisions in the scheme. This advice has
influenced the design development of the retail façades, floor plans and signage provisions including mechanisms for ensuring that the
standards proposed are maintained though lease agreements in the future.

The library needs to be celebrated as a community hub, with more prominence to the street.

The community space, which could be developed as a library, has been re-planned. A further access point has been provided from the
facade fronting Lavender Park Road. This additional access will provide connectivity to Old Woking Road and Lavender Park Road and
give flexibility to the use of the space.

Consider townscape beyond the red-line, and respond to surroundings. Integrate with neighbours.

The submitted plans and elevations show the scheme proposals in context. Drawings are provided showing the scheme from street level
in context for massing purposes. Photo-realistic Computer Generated Images (CGI's) are provided demonstrating the material quality of
the proposals in context.

The Madeira Road entrance to Building B needs to be considered, mindful of its position between two vehicular entrances.

The entrances to Madeira Road have been developed to include landscaping and consideration of the material finishes with particular
detail to the paving surfaces. The building elevations have been developed to highlight and celebrate the pedestrian entrances through
the articulation of the material and form. The frontage to the Madeira Road entrance has been extended to increase its prominence.

The landscape should be productive and include growing ingredients and form a circular economy, beyond leisure.

The landscaping proposals include a growing area on the Level 1 terrace which incorporate the ecologists recommendations for the
creation of ecological and biodiversity features on site. All planting specified will either be native or of a wildlife friendly variety, further
enhancing biodiversity and the creation of habitat.

The landscape should be less gridded and the desire line seems interrupted by trees. Push and pull the grid more as it
currently appears to work against the desire line. Let trees be part of the process as ‘Arts & Crafts is all about trees which is
good’ .

The landscaping to the public square has been developed to incorporate these comments. The grid is less formal and the principle
features are used to celebrate key areas of the square such as the main shared amenities entrance, fountains and seating areas.
Landscape elements such as the feature paving line and furniture shall incorporate Arts & Crafts motifs to emulate those used within the
architectural design and creating a cohesive approach to the scheme.

Views, orientation, layout,
massing

Design Review Panel Report Comment

Design Team Response

Building Cores & Corridors – consider the quality of these spaces. Interaction between residents and the forming of
communities make the habitability more important.

The internal residential corridors are set at a minimum of 1,800mm wide with communal meeting spaces around each lift lobby. Glazed
doors and side light panels will visually connect these spaces with the cores. Wherever possible natural daylight from windows and roof
lights are provided to the residential corridors. There are a limited number of floors in Building B that will not have natural daylight due to
the constraints of the plan. The detailed interior design and lighting package will be carefully detailed to ensure the success of these
important spaces.

Are there are too many dwellings per core in Building B with long corridors?

Concern with overlooking between some balconies.

The positions of the balconies has been reviewed and amendments have been made to remove the overlooking potential. This relates
only to the north east facade of Building B.

The Colonnades need defining, if they are to be provided. Colonnades – suggested removal and leave chamfered ends to A
& C.

In consultation with Forty Group, the applicants retail advisors, the colonnades have been revisited to assess their effectiveness and
desirability for potential occupants of the retail units fronting the public square. After consideration the colonnades have been
significantly reduced. A small section of colonnade has been retained respecting the pedestrian desire routes around the buildings at the
entrance to the square from Station Approach.

Entrances should be celebrated, focus on the thresholds and lighten up.

The main entrance to the retirement living shared amenities has been re positioned in the centre of the elevation, with additional
opening doors from public spaces either side.

Consider the position of main entrance to Building C , is this in the wrong place and should it be central with one set of
doors?

Architecture, materials, design

Celebrate communal stairs where these have external wall access on Buildings A & C – add some ‘joy and delight’ to these
areas.
The elevations are now too rich and some editing is required to establish hierarchy and make the elevations more subtle.
The hierarchy of composition now needs to go through a process of editing.
Suggested defining clarity of roofs-capes, mid-section and plinths. In particular provide clarity to the base/ plinth to provide
a clear approach.
Definition of the buildings need to be considered, if they are to be read as individual buildings in a collection then they
should touch the ground.

The entrances to the residential buildings have been developed to celebrate their form and denote the thresholds. The fenestration to
the communal stairs has been updated to reflect the internal arrangement.

The elevational treatment has been revisited and refined. Brickwork banding courses have been simplified and recessed panels
rationalised.
The ground floor level brickwork has been revisited and rationalised to denote the form of the buildings and allow the principle massing
elements to touch the ground. Shadow gaps and recessed courses have been rationalised.
The entrance building to the shared amenities has been reordered to read as an independent structure and clearly define the edges of
this section of building C.
The fenestration to the wider scheme has been revisited and rationalised to anchor openings to the elevation grid.

The 'Entrance Pavilion' should be pulled away from Building C so that its form is clearly defined.
The symmetry/ asymmetry in windows and grid needs work as the combination is not liked.
The notion of the Arts & Crafts reference is good but should include the identity of the community. Encourage 'Harvest and
Nurture' as a management programme.

The proposals have been assessed by Fitwel standards to achieve a 3 Star rating. The wider connectivity with the local community & local
amenities is key to the design proposals as is further demonstrated in this document.

Crafted areas should be site specific - not just copies of William Morris images.

Fret screen panels and landscape paving details have been developed with a new motif pattern relating to the essential oils industry.
These details are visible in the CGI's presented in this document.
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